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1. Neutrino Oscillation and Chiral Oscillation
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       An old story with a new twist
Equation of motion for a neutrino in free space

In chiral representation:

Oscilation probability from i to k for Dirac neutrinos:

How left-handed and right-handed are entangeled in free space? 



Neutrino oscillations with 3 generations  PDG

 PDG 2023



What type of neutrinos are produced in weak interaction produced?

Impact on neutrino oscillations?



Neutrino Chiral Oscillation      
Xiao-Gang He, Zhong-Lv Huang, Ming-Wei Le, arXiv: 2307.12561

Used

Left-handed neutrinos oscillated into right-handed ones!

      S-F Ge & P Pasquini, PLB811(2020)135961; V Bittencourt, A. Bernardini & M. Blasone, EPJC81 (2021)411.



Chiral oscillation probability extremely small for relativistic 
neutrinos because the suppresion factor: m2/E2.  

Numerically vailid using Dirac neutrinos for neutrino oscillations.  
Current usual neutrino oscillation measurements OK!, DUNE, 
Hyper-K, JUNO. NOv, T2K, ...OK!
Neutrino chiral scillation period can of order ps. 
Similar for charged lepton, but the oscillation period is 
Et = 2π, t <2π/me = 1.3x10-21s too short. Time averaged effect.
Effect  large for non-relativistic background cosmic nutrinos.

What might be the observable mechanism?
Detection at x = l is also through weak interaction, for Dirac  neutrino sensitive to detect left-handed neutrinos 
and the right-handed neutrinos will practically not detectable.
                                     Disappearance of neutrino measurement
If neutrinos are Majorana ones, because the charge conjugated neutrinos are right-handed ones, left-handed to 
right-handed neutrino appearance processes can also be measured.
Disappearance neutrino  measurement                                                                  Also anit-neutrino appearance

                                     



Neutrino Oscillation in Matter
When neutrinos travel in matter, due to interaction of neutrions with matter mediated 
by W and Z, the Lagrangian is modified   MSW Effect





Majorana and Seesaw neutrinos chiral oscillation



Because the off-diagonal interaction, difficulty to get U(t). For just one light 
and one heavy neutrinos, can get a closed analytic expression.



Majorana phase effects on chiral oscillation

Majorana phase show up in the chiral oscillation explicitly! 
Majorana phases do not show up in ordinary oscillation.  
This also applies to Type II seesaw with two generations!

A left-handed neutrino produced at t =0



Chiral oscillation too fast, sees time averaged effects
Majorana phase η effects averaged out!



Time averaged Majorana phase effects 

Measurement of chiral oscillation effects very challenging for All
Ptolemy may leads to a new era for low energy detection!



2. Neutrino Mass and Seesaw Mechanism
Theoretical Models for Neutrino masses 

To have Dirac mass, need to introduce right handed neutrinos νR: (1,1)(0)

Neutrino oscillation --
evidence for non-zero mass!

Minimal  SM does allow neutrino 
mass at renormalization level --
Weinberg dimension five operator: 
νν HH/∧
-- Neutrinos are necessarily 
Majorana particles.

Introduce right handed neutrinos 
to have Dirac mass, but fine tuned 
hierarchy to have small masses.

More natural smaller neutrino 
masses?



Some theoretical models for small neutrino masses
Loop generated neutrino masses:
The Zee Model(1980); Zee-Babu Model (zee 1980; Babu, 1988
Other loop models: Babu&He; E. Ma; Mohapatra et al; Geng et al

Seesaw models
Type I: Introduce singlet right-handed neutrinos
P. Minkoviski 1977, Yanagida (1979)...

Type II: Introduce singlet neutrinos
W. Konetschny and W. Kummer, 1977..., Schechter and J. W. F. Valle (1980)

Type III: Introduce triplet leptons

Allowing one type new field to the SM to get neutrino masses 
Only 3 types, they are the 3 seesaw models. (Ernest Ma (1998))
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Loop naturally obtain small 
masses by loop factors: Dirac and 
Majorana masses possible
 
Seesaw mechanis realize  --
Weinberg dimension five operator: 
*For type I, III seesaw mⅴ~ v2/∧
∧ = MR -> mⅴ ~ me v/MR 

Minimal model: two heavy right 
handed neutrinos prediting:
one zero light neutrion mass
*For type II seesaw:
mⅴ ~ YvΔ ~ Y v2 (mΔ/M2

Δ ~ 1/MΔ )

Explain why neutrinos have small 
mass, but not what values, not 
mass hierachy, and not answer 
mixing pattern...!

More hints from Data...
Experimental colleqgues will you?



The minimal Type I and III Seesaw models
3 left-handed neutrinos, and 2 right-handed neutrinos: mass, mixing, CP in oscillation.. Enough!

Y = 3X2 matrix, M = 2X2

mν is a 3X3 symmetric matric, butrank 2, predicts one zero. No control on NH and IH, nor mxing pattern

NH:    m1=0,    m2~ 8.6x10-3eV,    m3~0.05eV;     IH:    m1~0.0492eV,    m2 ~0.05eV,    m3 = 0

Type I,II,III Seesaw models matrix elements allowed ranges
from  mixing pattern and mass-squred 
differences     XG He, ZL Huang and MW Li

Very the nature of whether 
neutrinos 
are Dirac 
or Majorana 
particle.

Chances for neutrinoless 
double beta decay 
experiments!

No prediction for matrix pattern!  Needs more theory helps.



Mixing pattern
Historically from small mixing angles to large mixing angles, Bimaximal, Tribimaximal...?
Seesaw models have nothing to say! Need more theoretical considerations! 
Additional symmetries, A4 is one of the interesting ones!
Natural θ23 = π/4, δCP = -π/2 solution!  (very well approximate inverted hierarchy case)

X-G He, Chin. J. Phys 53, 100101(2015); X-G He and G-N Li, Phys. Lett. 
B750,620(2015); E Ma, Phys. Rev. D92, 051301(2015).

In Ml diagonal basis, the neutrino mass matrix is given by the right form!
Type I and III in a similar fashion. two fold ambiguities: δCP = -(+)π/2 μ-т complex conjugate symmetry

Grimus&Lavoura (2004), Gui-Jun Ding et al., Petcov, Xing …

More data for CP violation and mixing needed! 



3. Neutrino and Matter-Antimatter Asymetry
What else seesaw models are good for? Leptogenesis! ...
Seesaw Provids Sakharov 3 conditions (1967) for Baryon Asymmetry .  
Big-Bang: start with initally equal number of matter antimatter, 
through annihilation... nB/nγ ~ 10-20

Observations, nucleothesis and CMB, nB/nγ ~ 6x10-10  

10 orders larger than expected! Needs explanation!!!

Type I and III seesaw examsples (Fukugita and Yanagida 1986)
1. Baryon number violation: Majorna neutrino mass violate 
lepton number by 2 units, SMSphelaron effect translates 
lepton violation to baryon number violation.
2. CP and P violations: Seesaw mass terms provide sufficiently 
large CP and P violating source other than that from SM.
3. Non-thermal equilibrium enviroment: Heavy enutrino decay when 1 and 2 occured. 

Type-II seesaw eaxmple (E Ma and U. Sarkar, 1998)
Needs two triplet scalars to provide large CP violation.



Early leptogenesis concentrated on large heavy neutrino mass of order larger than 109GeV.  
Really need that high? How to probe it? Usually taken to be grand unification scale (SO(10) model 
requires so) Not possible to probe the heavy degrees of freedom directly.
Lower seesaw scale? mν ~ mτ

2/M, M~ 6x107 TeV; mν ~ me
2/M, M~ 5 TeV 

May be testable at colliders for heavy degrees of freedom!

Leptogenesis at TeV scae? Yes. Resonant leptogenesis (Pilaftsis and Underwood (2004)).  Degenerate 
heavy neutrino, large rate asymmetry  (Y. Georis, arXiv: 24-1.04840...)

Left 2 (3) heavy neutrinos blue (orange) curves (m0=0), right m0 = 0.1 eV.

2 heavy neutrinos are 
enough for leptogenesis
Frampto, Glashow and Yanagida

For Type iiI, there is an 
associated charged 
particle, a TeV mass, may 
be probed at colliders.

Occam Razor:  no need 
the 3rd neutrino for 
leptogenesis, and make 
use of it to address some 
other problem-- plays the 
role of Dark Matter!



Dark matter from seesaw
Making one of the right-handed neutrino light,  KeV ~ MeV, with small mixing, it can play the role of dark matter 
(Dodelson and Windrow (1994), Asaka, Blanchet, Rubakov, Smirnov(1997), Shaposhnikov(2005), Akhmedov, He and Liao (2010) )

Taking νR1 to be the “dark matter” neutrino, Rl1 to be the mixing between active lth neutrino 

Light “heavy” neutrino. Type III seesaw not possible because associated with a charged light particle!
Recently Cheng, Sheng and Yanagida (arXiv: 2312.15637), proposed a model with symmetry for such a possibility. 

A’ the gauged B-L boson, Z2 symmetry makes λ3α=0.

If the B-L breaking sacel is sufficiently low _ 10 TeV, 
dark matter in thermal bath produce the relic density 

Neutrino oscillation, masses and mixing are intimately 
related to many big questions about our universe. 
There are many theoretical ideas in answering these 
questions. But all need to be tested by experiments.
JUNO and all other experiments, we are eagerly 
waiting what you will bring us. 



Thank you for Listening


